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Abstract
Most of the genetic variation associated with diabetes, through genome-wide association

studies, does not reside in protein-coding regions, making the identification of functional

variants and their eventual translation to the clinic challenging. In recent years, high-

throughput sequencing-based methods have enabled genome-scale high-resolution

epigenomic profiling in a variety of human tissues, allowing the exploration of the human

genome outside of the well-studied coding regions. These experiments unmasked tens of

thousands of regulatory elements across several cell types, including diabetes-relevant

tissues, providing new insights into their mechanisms of gene regulation. Regulatory

landscapes are highly dynamic and cell-type specific and, being sensitive to DNA sequence

variation, can vary with individual genomes. The scientific community is now in place to

exploit the regulatory maps of tissues central to diabetes etiology, such as pancreatic

progenitors and adult islets. This giant leap forward in the understanding of pancreatic gene

regulation is revolutionizing our capacity to discriminate between functional and non-

functional non-coding variants, opening opportunities to uncover regulatory links between

sequence variation and diabetes susceptibility. In this review, we focus on the non-coding

regulatory landscape of the pancreatic endocrine cells and provide an overview of the recent

developments in this field.
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Introduction
The prevalence of diabetes mellitus is increasing globally,

nowadays assuming the dimensions of a pandemic with

more than 500 million predicted to be affected worldwide

by 2035 (Guariguata et al. 2014). Type 2 diabetes (T2D) is

the most prevalent form accounting for O90% of all

causes of diabetes. T2D is characterized by decreased

insulin sensitivity and defective insulin secretion. The

resulting elevated blood glucose levels eventually lead to

microvascular damage, making T2D a leading cause of

blindness, neuropathy, heart disease, and end-stage renal

disease. Even when multiple antidiabetic treatments are
applied, blood glucose levels still fluctuate significantly in

diabetic patients, making diabetes the sixth leading cause

of death in the United States (Jemal et al. 2005).

As a prototype of a multifactorial complex disease,

T2D arises from an intricate interaction of environmental

factors and inherited predisposition. While a sedentary

lifestyle and high calorie food intake are well-established

risk factors for T2D, family-based and association studies

have shown that genetic factors also contribute to disease

susceptibility (Köbberling & Tillil 1990, Bell & Polonsky

2001). Accordingly, family history is an important risk
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factor for this disease. Siblings with T2D confer a four- to

sixfold increase in risk (Florez et al. 2003). Furthermore,

studies with monozygotic twins revealed a concordance

rate in the range of 50–92%, whereas similar studies with

dizygotic twins showed a much lower concordance

(Beck-Nielsen et al. 2003). Interestingly, the genetic

component of T2D is also supported by studies showing

that abnormal glucose homeostasis is also heritable

(Poulsen et al. 1999). Unfortunately, knowledge about

the molecular mechanisms linking genetic variation and

environmental factors with diabetes is still limited, which

often frustrates attempts to separate individual propensity

to develop T2D between the many genetic and environ-

mental components.

In this context, epigenetics may play an important

role in interfacing the molecular response of an organism

to environmental exposures, orchestrating and modulat-

ing tissue- and cell-specific gene expression patterns.

Different environmental exposures during development

and later on in life can influence disease susceptibility

(extensively reviewed in Jiang et al. 2013). Hence, under-

standing the epigenetic processes in the context of T2D

will likely shed light on the molecular mechanisms

underlying the development and progression of the

disease.

Human genetics was shown to be a powerful tool in

unmasking disease molecular mechanisms. In several

cases of Mendelian diabetes, studies on individuals,

families, and closed populations allowed human geneti-

cists to successfully map causal mutations to protein-

coding gene regions. For example, mutations in different

transcription factors involved in pancreas development,

such as PTF1A (Sellick et al. 2004), PDX1 (Stoffers et al.

1997), GATA4 (Shaw-Smith et al. 2014), GATA6 (Lango

Allen et al. 2012), NKX2.2, and MNX1 (Flanagan et al.

2014), are now known to cause neonatal diabetes mellitus.

Similarly, human genetics uncovered mutations in a

handful of genes, including GCK, HNF1B, or NEUROD1,

that lead to maturity-onset diabetes of the young (MODY)

(reviewed in Siddiqui et al. 2015). The identification of

these causal mutations allowed the unmasking of key

b-cell regulators, opening avenues to the understanding of

the molecular mechanisms that control the normal

physiology of insulin secreting cells and also allowing

clinicians to adequate their therapeutic approaches to the

patients (Vaxillaire et al. 2012, Siddiqui et al. 2015). In

these instances, however, the identification of the

causality was only possible with the access to affected

families segregating highly penetrant rare variants.
http://jme.endocrinology-journals.org � 2016 Society for Endocrinology
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In contrast with Mendelian diabetes, T2D is charac-

terized by the contribution of several low penetrant alleles,

hence, requiring different methods of study. Genome-

wide association studies (GWAS) aim to establish statisti-

cal evidence for the association of particular variants with

the disease by comparing the genetic traits of large

numbers of affected and non-affected individuals.

Although GWAS have greatly contributed to the identifi-

cation of loci associated with T2D, their statistical power is

limited by the number of individuals analyzed and by the

frequency of variants in the population. Consequently, to

date, most studies have only uncovered common variants

of small effect size (reviewed in McCarthy et al. 2008).

These account, even in combination, for at most 5–10% of

overall trait variance (Willems et al. 2011) and therefore,

perhaps, 10–20% of overall heritability. This is still far

from a useful platform for disease prediction. We expect

that larger cohort studies and GWAS meta-analyses will

attribute part of this “missing heritability” to rare variants

with intermediate penetrance in the near future

(McCarthy et al. 2008). Rare variants with stronger effects

might account for a fraction of the heritability (Schork

et al. 2009); however, their identification with GWAS

might remain challenging.

Interestingly, most of the variants identified in GWAS,

including T2D-associated variants, do not lie in coding

regions (Maurano et al. 2012, Gusev et al. 2014), suggesting

that risk variants might affect non-coding elements of the

genome, having an impact that is either transcriptional or

post-transcriptional rather than altering the sequence of

the protein itself.

The assumption that GWAS variants might have a role

in transcriptional regulation seems reasonable after large

consortia projects, such as the ENCODE and the Epigen-

ome Roadmap, uncovered that a large proportion of the

human genome is populated by regulatory elements

(ENCODE Project Consortium et al. 2012, Roadmap

Epigenomics Consortium et al. 2015). Applying state-

of-the-art techniques coupled with high-throughput

sequencing, different consortia and individual labora-

tories have profiled accessible chromatin, relevant histone

modifications, and transcription factor binding sites in an

unbiased genome-wide manner for an array of human

tissues and cell types, including pancreatic islets of

Langerhans. These studies have allowed the tissue-specific

mapping of key regulatory elements, such as enhancers,

promoters, or insulators. These regulatory elements

modulate gene expression in cis by binding different sets

of transcription factors and chromatin remodelers. Note-

worthy, researchers have observed that enhancers tend to
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cluster in large domains of active chromatin (Gaulton et al.

2010, Hnisz et al. 2013, Parker et al. 2013, Pasquali et al.

2014) and that they regulate essential tissue functions,

defining genetic programs associated with cellular iden-

tity. Although our understanding of genome regulation is

currently insufficient to exploit the available genetic

findings, annotation of tissue-specific enhancers might

help identify causal sequence variants.

In addition to regulatory elements, functional GWAS

variants can affect other modulators of gene expression

such as non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs). In this view, a variety

of ncRNAs, including long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs)

and microRNAs (miRNAs), now starts to be appreciated in

pancreatic islets (Morán et al. 2012, Nica et al. 2013,

Kameswaran et al. 2014). Furthermore, some GWAS

variants might impact gene expression post-transcription-

ally. For example, a growing body of evidence shows that

GWAS variants can destroy or create miRNA binding sites,

hence, altering gene regulation and being associated with

disease (Wu et al. 2014). An illustrative example is the

diabetes-associated gene HNF4A, which is regulated by

several sequence elements in its 3’-untranslated region

(3’-UTR), including miRNA binding sites (Wirsing et al.

2011). Other processes affected by GWAS variants include

transcript splicing (Karambataki et al. 2014) and poly-

adenylation (Garin et al. 2010). Mutations disrupting the

polyadenylation signal of the insulin gene may result in

neonatal diabetes (Garin et al. 2010). Furthermore,

variants altering the expression of RNA binding proteins,

which are involved in many forms of gene regulation, can

also have direct implications in diabetes (Hansen et al.

2015). Altogether, these observations call for a better

understanding of the non-coding genome functions in

tissues that are relevant for diabetes etiology.

For a significant fraction of T2D GWAS loci, genetic

variation impacts insulin secretion (Perry & Frayling 2008,

Dupuis et al. 2010). This observation points to a central

role of the pancreatic b cells, whose primary function is to

couple glucose levels with insulin secretion, in the

pathophysiology of the disease, placing the pancreatic

islet as a relevant tissue to study the genetic and molecular

mechanisms underlying this disease. Defects in b cell

development may also constitute a risk factor for glucose

intolerance and b cell failure later on in life, putting

pancreatic progenitors in the spotlight as an additional

relevant tissue to discern the molecular mechanisms

underlying the development of diabetes. In this review,

we provide an overview of the recent developments in the

analysis of non-coding functions in pancreatic tissues
http://jme.endocrinology-journals.org � 2016 Society for Endocrinology
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relevant for diabetes research: pancreatic progenitors and

adult human islets.
Discovering the non-coding genome
functions of pancreatic tissues

In recent years, technological advances in the domain of

genome sequencing, together with access to human

pancreatic primary tissues, allowed initial annotation of

the non-coding genome of tissues such as human islets

and pancreatic progenitors. Similarly to observations in

other primary tissues and cell lines (Pennacchio & Visel

2010, ENCODE Project Consortium et al. 2012, Roadmap

Epigenomics Consortium et al. 2015), the analysis of

pancreatic tissues unmasked relevant regulatory functions

of the non-coding genome. Greatly expanding our under-

standing of pancreatic genomic regulation, some studies

focused on the identification of tissue-specific non-coding

transcripts (Morán et al. 2012, Nica et al. 2013, van de Bunt

et al. 2013, Fadista et al. 2014, Kameswaran et al. 2014),

whereas others mapped genome-wide transcription factor

binding sites and chromatin states (Bhandare et al. 2010,

Gaulton et al. 2010, Stitzel et al. 2010, Parker et al. 2013,

Dayeh et al. 2014, Pasquali et al. 2014, Cebola et al. 2015,

Wang et al. 2015a).
Pancreatic islet non-coding RNAs

The advent of next generation sequencing technologies

has unveiled that a large proportion of the transcribed

genome lacks protein-coding potential, hence, enabling

the identification and study of ncRNAs (The FANTOM

Consortium 2005, Cabili et al. 2011, Iyer et al. 2015, Melé

et al. 2015).

LncRNAs are a subgroup of ncRNAs that have a

minimum length of 200 base pairs, and similarly to

mRNAs, most of the lncRNAs identified so far are capped,

spliced, and polyadenylated, although unspliced and non-

polyadenylated variants are also observed. This group of

transcripts may represent a novel layer of gene regulation

(Guttman et al. 2009). In accordance with this hypothesis,

a number of lncRNAs have been shown to be involved in

the regulation of essential cellular functions, being

implicated in many disease scenarios (Esteller 2011).

LncRNAs can regulate gene expression through a

bewildering array of mechanisms, in the nucleus and in

the cytoplasm, relying on their secondary and tertiary

structures for that (reviewed in Rinn & Chang 2012)

(Fig. 1). Nuclear lncRNAs can interact with transcription

factors and chromatin remodelers, guiding them to target
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Figure 1

Models of gene expression regulation by lncRNAs. LncRNAs can interact

with transcription factors and chromatin remodelers, guiding them to

target loci to either activate or repress gene expression. LncRNAs may also

function as decoys, competing for DNA-binding proteins, while other

nuclear lncRNAs may act by facilitating enhancer-promoter chromosomal

looping. In the cytoplasm, lncRNAs can affect gene expression by

functioning as miRNA sponges or regulating mRNA stability.
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loci to either activate or repress gene expression (Rinn et al.

2007, Khalil et al. 2009, Yap et al. 2010, Aguilo et al. 2011).

Also in the nucleus, some lncRNAs have been described to

function as decoys, competing for DNA-binding proteins,

such as transcription factors (TFs), and titrating them away

from their binding sites (Prensner et al. 2013, Xing et al.

2014). Other nuclear lncRNAs have been reported to act as

enhancers via chromosomal looping (Ørom et al. 2010,

Wang et al. 2011, Lai et al. 2013) or as scaffolds for large

protein complexes (Yap et al. 2010, Aguilo et al. 2011).

In the cytoplasm, lncRNAs can regulate mRNA stability

(Kretz et al. 2013) or affect gene expression acting as

miRNA sponges (Salmena et al. 2011, de Giorgio et al.

2013, Wang et al. 2013).

One study provided a comprehensive collection of

coding and non-coding transcripts in pancreatic islets,

which revealed over a thousand lncRNAs (Morán et al.

2012). As previously observed with lncRNAs in other tissues,

islet lncRNAs are more tissue specific than their coding

counterparts (Morán et al. 2012, Nica et al. 2013), supporting

a possible role for islet lncRNAs in b cell function.

Accordingly, while several lncRNAs have been associated

with pancreas function and diabetes (recently reviewed by

the Kaestner, Rutter, and Sussel teams (Kameswaran &

Kaestner 2014, Pullen & Rutter 2014, Arnes & Sussel 2015),

Morán et al. (2012) showed that a number of islet-specific

lncRNAs are upregulated during endocrine-lineage commit-

ment and some are glucose-responsive.

It has been observed that a number of T2D GWAS hits

map to islet lncRNAs (Morán et al. 2012). However, careful
http://jme.endocrinology-journals.org � 2016 Society for Endocrinology
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examination is needed to discern this relationship,

because the apparent correlation might be due to an

overlap between islet lncRNAs and islet regulatory

elements, such as enhancers. Even so, some islet lncRNAs

were shown to be dysregulated in T2D, suggestive of their

possible involvement in the molecular mechanisms of this

disease (Morán et al. 2012).

MiRNAs, 21–25 base pair long, small non-coding

RNAs, are also important epigenetic regulators of b cell

function. Several lines of evidence point to their role in

imparting robustness to developmental processes and

show that miRNAs are interlaced within epigenetic and

transcriptional networks for continuous control of line-

age-specific gene expression (Kaspi et al. 2014). Deletion of

Dicer, a gene that encodes a miRNA processing enzyme, in

adult mouse b cells impairs b cell function (Lynn et al.

2007) and leads to diabetes (Melkman-Zehavi et al. 2011).

Several miRNAs are involved in glucose homeostasis and

b cell function, including miR-375 and miR-7a, which are

involved in the regulation of glucose-stimulated insulin

secretion (Poy et al. 2004, Ouaamari et al. 2008, Latreille

et al. 2014). In a first attempt to identify the miRNAs that

are enriched in human b cells, van de Bunt et al. (2013)

profiled the miRNAs expressed in primary human islets

and fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) b cells using

high-throughput sequencing of small RNAs, identifying

40 islet-enriched miRNAs in comparison to 15 control

tissues. Interestingly, the authors observed an enrichment

of islet-expressed miRNA targets for T2D association

signals, highlighting a possible link between sequence
Published by Bioscientifica Ltd.
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variation in islet-miRNAs and T2D susceptibility.

In addition, comparative studies now start to emerge,

pinpointing miRNAs as players in novel molecular

mechanisms, dysregulated in diabetic patients. This has

been illustrated with the application of small RNA high-

throughput sequencing to a small set of islet samples,

which allowed the identification of an apoptosis-repres-

sing miRNA cluster that is specifically downregulated in

the islets of T2D individuals (Kameswaran et al. 2014).

In another study, target-specific probe assays in a larger

sample set allowed the identification of miR-187, a miRNA

consistently overexpressed in islets from T2D individuals

and associated with lower glucose-stimulated insulin

secretion (Locke et al. 2014). Further comparative studies

with larger and independent cohorts will further elucidate

the role of these and other miRNAs in T2D etiology.
Regulatory element maps of adult human islets

Large consortia such as ENCODE and the Epigenome

Roadmap provided extensive epigenetic maps allowing

detailed annotation of the non-coding regions of the

human genome for a large number of human tissues,

including several relevant to diabetes etiology such as

adipose tissue and skeletal muscle. However, less acces-

sible primary tissues and organs, such as the endocrine

pancreas, were not prioritized in these studies. Due to the

central role of human pancreatic islet cells in diabetes

pathogenesis, different laboratories embarked in the

annotation of non-coding regulatory elements in this

tissue, constituting an ongoing effort to dissect the

molecular mechanisms of human T2D. While several

groups focused on profiling the chromatin landscape of

pancreatic islets and on the classification of chromatin

states in this tissue (Bhandare et al. 2010, Gaulton et al.

2010, Stitzel et al. 2010, Parker et al. 2013, Pasquali et al.

2014), others identified the binding sites of transcription

factors relevant for b cell function (Khoo et al. 2012,

Pasquali et al. 2014). These initiatives were recently joined

by the Epigenome Roadmap project, which released

epigenomic profiles of pancreatic islets earlier this year

(Roadmap Epigenomics Consortium et al. 2015).

Major insights into the epigenetic information

encoded within the nucleoprotein structure of chromatin

have come from high-throughput genome-wide methods

for assaying the accessibility of DNA to the machinery of

gene expression, also referred to as chromatin “openness.”

The application of techniques such as FAIRE (formal-

dehyde-assisted isolation of regulatory elements) and

DNase I hypersensitive site mapping, coupled with high-
http://jme.endocrinology-journals.org � 2016 Society for Endocrinology
DOI: 10.1530/JME-15-0197 Printed in Great Britain
throughput sequencing, enabled the genome-wide identi-

fication of active transcription start sites, enhancers, and

insulators in a broad range of cell lines and tissue samples

including the pancreatic islets. As a proxy for islet

regulatory regions, researchers initially profiled the

open chromatin sites of pancreatic islets, providing a

first glimpse on the tissue-specific regulatory landscape

of human pancreatic islets (Gaulton et al. 2010, Stitzel

et al. 2010).

The chromatin is built of nucleosomes, which are

made up of approximately 147 bp of DNA and an octamer

of histones. The N-terminal tails of these histones can be

chemically modified by a variety of enzymes that are

responsible for adding methyl, acetyl, and phosphor

groups to histones. These histone modifications affect

the chromatin structure and can control chromatin

accessibility at certain genomic locations. While some

histone modifications such as H3K9me3 contribute to a

dense, closed chromatin structure, others are enriched at

active genes (e.g., H3K9ac and H3K4me3) or at distal

regulatory elements (e.g., H3K27ac and H3K4me1) (Fig. 2).

Profiling of specific histone marks has thus enabled the

characterization of the regulatory landscape of pancreatic

islets and the mapping of distinct chromatin states,

including promoters, active enhancers, insulators, and

repressed regions (Bhandare et al. 2010, Stitzel et al. 2010,

Parker et al. 2013, Pasquali et al. 2014); for an overview of

the chromatin states and their associated histone marks,

see Kellis et al. (2014) and Shlyueva et al. (2014).

Transcription factors translate cellular signals into

regulatory programs. By binding to their target regulatory

elements, transcription factors activate specific transcrip-

tional programs that activate tissue- and cell-specific

functions. Hence, profiling the binding sites of key islet

transcription factors can help decipher the regulatory

networks that they govern. As a proof of principle, Khoo

et al. (2012) profiled the binding sites of PDX1, an essential

regulator of pancreas development and b cell function, in

mouse and human pancreatic islets, revealing that

conserved occupancy sites are near genes with islet-

specific activity. Further insights into pancreatic islet

gene regulation were obtained by profiling the occupancy

sites of NKX6.1, another pancreatic islet-specific trans-

cription factor, in mouse islets, revealing that this

transcription factor regulates several genes involved in

insulin biosynthesis (Taylor et al. 2013).

Recently, one study integrated the profiling of

pancreatic islet-specific transcription factors binding sites

with mapping and annotation of chromatin states in

human pancreatic islets (Pasquali et al. 2014). As observed
Published by Bioscientifica Ltd.
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Figure 2

Histone post-translational modifications and their functional associations.

A landmark of regulatory regions, such as enhancers, is their chromatin

accessibility to transcription factors (TF), whereas densely positioned

nucleosomes are associated with chromatin inactivity. Different combi-

nations of post-translational histone modifications are associated with

global and local chromatin states that eventually correlate with gene

expression. Histones that flank active enhancers are often marked by

histone H3 lysine 27 acetylation (H3K27ac) and histone H3 lysine 4

monomethylation (H3K4me1). Active promoters may be flanked by

nucleosomes with H3K27ac and H3K4me3 modifications. Highlighted in

the table are the major post-translational histone modifications and their

functional associations.
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in other tissues, the co-occupancy of transcription factors

tends to coincide with active enhancers more frequently

than for other similarly accessible chromatin states.

Interestingly, further analysis revealed that transcription

factor binding on open chromatin of different classes

is associated with considerably different regulatory
http://jme.endocrinology-journals.org � 2016 Society for Endocrinology
DOI: 10.1530/JME-15-0197 Printed in Great Britain
functions. Islet-selective transcription factors were un-

expectedly found to bind to thousands of ubiquitously

expressed promoters, as well as to the CTCF-bound sites

and H3K4me1-enriched transcriptionally silent regions.

Tissue-specific gene regulation was instead linked to large

domains of active chromatin characterized by a high
Published by Bioscientifica Ltd.
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density of enhancers bound by multiple transcription

factors. These observations suggest that transcription

factor networks establish functionally distinct epigenomic

contacts and control tissue-specific functions by means of

cis-regulatory networks. Together with evidence showing

overrepresentation of T2D-associated variants in enhan-

cers, these data suggest a possible mechanism by which

non-coding disease variants have an impact in islet

function.
Regulatory element maps of human pancreatic

progenitors

Pancreatic islets are central in diabetes etiology, but

variants in loci involved in early pancreas development

such as FOXA2 and PDX1 can also be associated with T2D

(Manning et al. 2012, Scott et al. 2012), suggesting that

defects during pancreas development might also contrib-

ute to the onset of the disease in the adult.

Due to the limited access to cadaveric human fetal

tissue, to date, mouse knockout models have been the

most powerful tools to study embryogenesis and to

uncover the role of many transcription factors in pancreas

development (Offield et al. 1996, Jacquemin et al. 2000,

Haumaitre et al. 2005, Seymour et al. 2007, Gao et al. 2008,

Carrasco et al. 2012, Xuan et al. 2012). However, marked

differences between mouse and human pancreas develop-

ment limit the application of such models (reviewed in

Nair & Hebrok 2015). This is especially true when trying

to apply mouse genetics to understand the impact of

human genetic variation in pancreas development and its

contribution to the various forms of diabetes.

The differentiation of human embryonic stem cells

(hESC) and human-induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSC)

now provides an unlimited source of pancreatic progeni-

tors that are amenable to be studied and manipulated in

different settings (Cho et al. 2012, Pagliuca et al. 2014, Russ

et al. 2015). Two recent works have employed hESC-

derived pancreatic progenitors to map active enhancers

(Cebola et al. 2015, Wang et al. 2015a). Importantly, in one

of the studies, the identified regions were validated with

human fetal tissue, supporting the applicability of the

in vitro model in the study of human pancreas develop-

ment and disease (Cebola et al. 2015).

Similarly to observations in adult pancreatic islets

(Pasquali et al. 2014) and other tissues, the tissue-specific

regulatory program of pancreatic progenitors is orche-

strated by a combinatorial code of transcription factors

that lie in enhancer regions (Cebola et al. 2015). In fact,

the introduction of mutations in such cis-regulatory
http://jme.endocrinology-journals.org � 2016 Society for Endocrinology
DOI: 10.1530/JME-15-0197 Printed in Great Britain
modules at specific transcription factor binding sites

completely abrogates their regulatory activity. Current

and future works will help characterize disease-associated

genetic variation in the context of pancreatic progenitor

transcriptional regulation.
Other non-coding genome functions in adult human islets

In addition to the analysis of non-coding RNAs and

chromatin structure and packaging, a number of studies

have investigated other non-coding functions of the

genome. In this section we provide a summarized over-

view of these processes and their implications in pancreas

biology and disease.

Similarly to histone mark enrichment, DNA methyl-

ation is an epigenetic mechanism able to modulate

genomic regulation by altering chromatin accessibility

and is frequently dysregulated in pathological settings

(Robertson 2005, Jones 2012). In mammalian cells, DNA

methylation has been more extensively studied in the

context of CpG dinucleotides but can also occur outside

CpG sequences (Lister et al. 2009, Schultz et al. 2015).

Importantly, DNA methylation function is context

dependent (Jones 2012, Schübeler 2015). CpG-rich

regions, known as CpG islands, tend to be located near

transcription start sites, being their methylation associ-

ated with transcription initiation blockade and conse-

quent gene silencing. On the other hand, gene body

methylation tends to be associated with transcription

elongation. DNA methylation is also involved in trans-

posable elements suppression, promoting genome

stability. Even though transcriptional enhancers tend to

be CpG-poor, there is mounting evidence for a close

relationship between their methylation status, TFs occu-

pancy, and transcriptional activity (Wiench et al. 2011,

Hon et al. 2014, Lu et al. 2014).

DNA methylation profiles are highly tissue specific,

being involved in the regulation of key tissue-specific

functions, including b cell maturation (Dhawan et al.

2015). When comparing islets from T2D patients with

islets from non-diabetic donors, investigators observed

alterations in the methylation levels of several genes

(Volkmar et al. 2012, Dayeh et al. 2014), including

well-known T2D-risk loci such as KCNQ1 and IRS (Dayeh

et al. 2014).

DNA methylation can be a dynamic process, and a

recent study in rodents suggests that b cell DNA

methylation is modulated during aging, a major risk

factor for diabetes (Avrahami et al. 2015). In this study,

increased DNA methylation was observed at the promoters
Published by Bioscientifica Ltd.
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of cell cycle genes, which was associated with reduced

proliferative capacity. This observation relates well to the

reduced ability of old b cells to regenerate. Surprisingly,

however, the authors observed demethylation of enhan-

cers near genes that regulate metabolic functions in aged

mice, which is associated with improved b cell function.

These results suggest that, at least in rodents, b cell

function may improve with age to counteract their

decreased proliferative potential. Similar comparisons in

humans could help elucidate the role of aging in T2D risk.

Although few studies have addressed this issue,

mounting evidence now links DNA sequence variation

and DNA methylation, and it is possible that methylation

changes act together with particular genetic traits to

confer higher disease susceptibility (Bell et al. 2010,

Dayeh et al. 2013, Petersen et al. 2014, Orozco et al. 2015).

Several epigenetic processes affecting transcripts

rather than chromatin structure, such as RNA editing

and RNA methylation, are now starting to be investigated

in depth and will likely be the subject of future efforts to

understand the molecular mechanisms underlying human

diseases, including T2D.

Adenosine-to-inosine (A-to-I) RNA editing is a com-

mon post-transcriptional modification of RNA molecules

that has been implicated in several human diseases (Maas

et al. 2006). In pancreatic islets, Fadista et al. (2014)

reported potential RNA editing at several loci, high-

lighting the potential of this mechanism to modulate

key b cell genes and, hence, confer susceptibility to T2D.

The most prevalent type of RNA methylation,

N6-methyladenosine (m6A), is broadly distributed in

both coding and non-coding RNAs (Dominissini et al.

2012, Fu et al. 2014). Recent reports show that RNA

molecules carrying the m6A modification are less stable

and more efficiently translated, being associated with

dynamic and fast-response cellular processes (Fustin et al.

2013, Wang et al. 2014, Wang et al. 2015b). Preliminary

studies showed that T2D patients tend to show higher m6A

demethylase (FTO) expression, which correlates with

lower m6A in peripheral blood RNA (Shen et al. 2014).

Further studies should elucidate the functional impli-

cations of differential m6A levels in T2D individuals.

Additional mechanisms by which transcripts can be

differentially processed, stabilized, localized, or translated

involve the action of RNA-binding proteins (RBPs)

(reviewed in Keene 2007). RBPs interact with target

transcripts via specific sequence motifs, such as pyrimi-

dine-rich, CG-rich, or AU-rich sequences. In the pancreas,

RBPs regulate key features of b cell function, including the

regulation of insulin mRNA stability and translation
http://jme.endocrinology-journals.org � 2016 Society for Endocrinology
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(Magro & Solimena 2013). Consequently, GWAS variants

affecting RBPs may have a direct impact on b cell function

(Hansen et al. 2015). RBPs have an essential role in insulin

regulation, mediated by specific regulatory sequences

present in the preproinsulin mRNA UTRs. These pyrimi-

dine-rich sequence recruits RBPs that in turn stabilize the

transcript (Tillmar et al. 2002). A conserved element at the

5’-UTR is instead required for glucose-regulated proinsulin

translation (Wicksteed et al. 2007). These examples high-

light the regulatory potential of RBPs and sequence motifs

in transcripts. Given the broad spectrum of RBP functions

and regulatory sequences in mRNAs and other types of

transcript, it is likely that many more RBP-related

functions will be discovered in the context of pancreas

function and disease.
Interconnections of non-coding genomic functions

The features described above – non-coding RNAs, histone

modifications, DNA and RNA methylation, RNA editing,

and regulation by RBPs – are only part of the vast array of

non-coding functions of the human genome. Further-

more, these regulatory mechanisms are not isolated from

each other but are, in reality, interconnected. In this

section we provide a few examples showing how different

epigenetic processes and regulatory elements can be

interlinked to modulate gene expression at loci that may

be linked to diabetes (Fig. 3).

An interesting example of interconnections of differ-

ent epigenetic mechanisms that can contribute to T2D can

be observed in the DLK1-MEG3 locus, which contains an

islet-specific miRNA cluster. DLK1-MEG3 is an imprinted

locus in which, under normal conditions, a cluster of islet-

specific miRNAs is expressed from the maternal allele

together with the lncRNA MEG3. In T2D, researchers have

observed significant DNA hypermethylation of MEG3,

which is associated with a downregulation of the miRNA

cluster (Kameswaran et al. 2014). Among the targets of

these miRNAs, the authors of the study identified

genes essential for islet function such as IAPP and

TP53INP1 (p53), which are involved in b cell apoptosis

in T2D (Fig. 3A).

An example of the interplay of lncRNAs, histone

modifications, and DNA methylation resides in the

CDKN2A locus, a hot spot in GWAS for a variety of

diseases, including T2D (Pasmant et al. 2011). In brief,

studies in cancer cells have found that the lncRNA ANRIL

regulates the expression of CDKN2A by directly recruiting

the polycomb repressive complexes-1 and -2 (PRC1 and

PRC2) (Yap et al. 2010, Aguilo et al. 2011). This recruitment
Published by Bioscientifica Ltd.
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Figure 3

The non-coding functions of the genome are interconnected. (A) DLK1-

MEG3 is an imprinted locus in which, under normal conditions, a cluster of

islet-specific miRNAs is expressed from the maternal allele together with

the lncRNA MEG3. In T2D, MEG3 is hypermethylated, which is associated

with a downregulation of the miRNA cluster. These miRNAs target genes

essential for islet function such as IAPP and TP53INP1 (p53), which are

involved in b cell apoptosis in T2D. (B) In prostate cancer tissues, the lncRNA

ANRIL interacts with polycomb complexes to induce gene repression in

CDKN2A locus. (C) Control of the imprinted locus H19-IGF2. Methylation of

an imprinting controlled region in the paternal allele maintains the lncRNA

H19 silence and allows the interaction of downstream enhancers with the

promoter of IGF2, contributing to its expression. In the maternal allele, this

region is unmethylated, allowing expression of H19 and binding of CTCF,

a factor involved in the establishment of insulators, blocking the

interaction of downstream enhancers to IGF2. This results in an enhanced

interaction of the same set of enhancers with H19.
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results in the enrichment of repressive histone modifi-

cations (H3K27me3) in the region and subsequent gene

silencing (Fig. 3B). While in mouse b cells, Cdkn2a

expression increases during aging and is associated with

a decline in islet regenerative potential (Krishnamurthy

et al. 2006), similar mechanisms as those described in

cancer cells could be implicated the regulation of CDKN2A

in b cells or other tissues relevant to diabetes.

DNA methylation is a key regulatory mechanism

controlling gene expression of coding genes and lncRNAs.

An example of this is observed in the imprinted locus H19-

IGF2, which consists of the paternally expressed IGF2 gene

(coding for insulin-like growth factor 2, an important fetal

growth factor) and the maternally expressed lncRNA H19

(involved in cell proliferation) (reviewed in Kameswaran &

Kaestner 2014). In the maternal allele, an imprinting

controlled region (ICR) is unmethylated, which allows

binding by CTCF, a factor involved in the establishment of

insulator elements, blocking the interaction of down-

stream enhancers with the promoter of IGF2 and

promoting their interaction with H19 (Bell & Felsenfeld

2000, Hark et al. 2000). Conversely, in the paternal allele,

the ICR is methylated, silencing H19 and inhibiting CTCF

binding, which in turn and allows the interaction of distal
http://jme.endocrinology-journals.org � 2016 Society for Endocrinology
DOI: 10.1530/JME-15-0197 Printed in Great Britain
enhancers with IGF2 (Fig. 3C). This example highlights

how lncRNAs and coding genes can compete for the same

set of enhancers to modulate their transcriptional levels

and how regulatory elements such as differentially

methylated regions can be involved in this process.

The molecular mechanisms described above exem-

plify the high level of complexity required for maintaining

and fine-tuning gene regulation at loci potentially

involved in human diabetes. Thus, to improve our current

understanding of the molecular basis of diabetes mellitus,

we need to carefully characterize the interconnection of

non-coding genome functions in human pancreatic islets

as well as in other tissues or developmental stages involved

in the onset and progression of the disease.
Enhancer clusters and pancreatic islet-cell
identity

Initial studies in human pancreatic islets and other tissues

revealed that tissue-specific regulatory elements are not

evenly distributed along the genome but instead are

contained in large clusters of open regulatory elements

(COREs) (Gaulton et al. 2010, Song et al. 2011). More

detailed regulatory maps including the profiling of histone
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modifications and transcription factor binding maps have

further unmasked a pervasive link between enhancer

clusters, also referred to as super- or stretch-enhancers,

and tissue-specific gene activity (Hnisz et al. 2013, Parker

et al. 2013, Pasquali et al. 2014). This link is illustrated, in

islets and other tissues, by the fact that genes near regions

with a high density of enhancers in a given cell type tend

to be involved in functions that define the identity of that

specific cell type. For example, islet enhancer clusters tend

to be near genes involved in insulin biosynthesis and

secretion (Fig. 4).

Further supporting the hypothesis that enhancer

clusters are key to defining the genetic program associated

with islet-cell identity, gain and loss of function exper-

iments have demonstrated that the subset of transcription

factors binding enhancer clusters is functionally linked to

islet-specific gene activity (Pasquali et al. 2014). Surpris-

ingly, genes bound by the same transcription factors only

at promoter or other open chromatin sites are not

modulated on perturbation. These experiments suggest a

complex regulatory architecture, involving clusters of
Topologically associated domains
(TADs)

4C interactions

PDX1 FOXA2 MAFB NKX6.1 NK

Islet transcription factors

Figure 4

Enhancer clusters and islet-cell identity. Transcription factors essential for

b cell differentiation and function, such as PDX1, FOXA2, MAFB, NKX6.1,

and NKX2.2, regulate the transcriptional program of this cell type by

binding tissue-specific enhancer elements (red boxes). This intricate

regulatory network is further organized into genomic regions with high

density of enhancers, called enhancer clusters (highlighted as a grey box),

which regulate defining functions of islet-cell identity, including insulin

http://jme.endocrinology-journals.org � 2016 Society for Endocrinology
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enhancers, that controls the transcriptional programs

required to establish islet-cell-specific functions.

Studies on the chromatin architecture demonstrated

that the genome is functionally organized in chromo-

somal territories (Gilbert et al. 2004, Dillon 2006, Guelen

et al. 2008). Such higher-order conformation of the

chromatin pointed to the possibility that gene regulation

relies on functional domains. Recently, chromosome

conformation capture (3C)-based techniques have con-

firmed the compartmentalization of the genome and its

further organization into smaller topologically associated

domains (TADs). Importantly, while TAD borders are

predominantly conserved among different cell-types,

TADs often harbor active chromatin domains that

undergo dynamic and cell-type-specific interactions.

In pancreatic islets, high-resolution conformation capture

experiments (4C) showed that islet-specific promoters

frequently interact with tissue-specific enhancer clusters

(Pasquali et al. 2014). In fact, subsequent analyses revealed

that these interactions are always confined within TAD

borders (Fig. 4). These observations show that clusters of
X2.2

C
T

C
F

Islet cell-identity

Insulin signaling
Hormone secretion
Glucose sensing

Pancreas development

biosynthesis and secretion. Enhancer clusters form complex 3D chromatin

structures at tissue-specific expressed loci. Enhancer-promoter contacts

may be captured by 3C-based techniques such as 4C-seq (4C-seq contacts

are schematically depicted by the red arches). Enhancer clusters and their

target genes can be megabases away and may undergo dynamic cell

type-specific interactions within their topologically associated domains

(TAD) boundaries.
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enhancers participate in complex 3D structures at loci that

are specifically expressed in islets, further disclosing their

tight association with islet-cell identity.

A better understanding of the tissue-specific regulatory

architecture is likely to provide insights to identify novel

pancreatic islet regulators linked to clusters of enhancers,

decipher the pancreatic islet sequence regulatory code, and

pinpoint disease-relevant non-coding genetic variation

affecting tissue-specific genome regulation.

On the other hand, more compelling questions on the

architectural regulatory functions are now starting to be

addressed by the scientific community. What is the level

of redundancy among the enhancers comprised in these

large active chromatin domains? Which are the dynamic

proprieties of such chromatin structures in development

and disease? Recently, Lupiáñez et al. (2015) showed how

high-order chromatin architecture disruption could have

pathological implications. In this study, the authors

showed that human limb malformations could arise

from chromosomal rearrangements spanning TAD bound-

aries. These structural rearrangements cause abnormal

interactions between promoters and regulatory elements,

resulting in erroneous gene expression regulation. Even

though these observations were made in other cell types, it

is possible to envision that a similar mechanism could be

responsible for diseases affecting other human tissues and

organs, including the pancreas.
Genetic variation in enhancers and diabetes

Despite the numerous T2D-associated genetic variants

revealed by GWAS, the identification of causal variants

remains a challenge. Disease-associated variants lie in

non-coding regions and their functional role cannot be

explained by protein sequence changes, thus suggesting a

regulatory impact. Some of the first studies to associate

GWAS variants with regulatory elements integrated

genetic risk variants with regulome maps generated

through epigenomic profiling (Ernst et al. 2012, Maurano

et al. 2012). Two major observations emerged from these

studies. First, sites with an enhancer signature are highly

enriched for genetic risk variants relative to other

chromatin-defined elements such as promoters and

insulators. Second, risk variants preferentially map to

enhancers specific to disease-relevant cell types. Further-

more, as observed for other disease traits, single nucleotide

polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with T2D and fasting

glycaemia levels are enriched in pancreatic islet-enhancer

clusters and stretch enhancers (Parker et al. 2013, Pasquali

et al. 2014) rather than non-clustered enhancers.
http://jme.endocrinology-journals.org � 2016 Society for Endocrinology
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This indicates that the regulatory variation that affects

islet-specific gene regulation is relevant to T2D patho-

physiology. These conclusions are supported by the obser-

vation that at least a few T2D variants seem to be linked with

allele-specific gene expression changes (Locke et al. 2015).

Some groups have taken advantage of the publicly

available maps of open chromatin and enhancer maps

from pancreatic islets to identify functional T2D variants

(Table 1). Exploiting this data enabled the functional

characterization of risk variants that disrupt transcription

factor-binding motifs and that have an impact on the

activity of islet enhancers. Although still scarce, these

studies proved the regulatory potential of a few selected

T2D-associated variants and encourage researchers to

apply epigenomic maps to better understand the genetic

basis of this disease. Future studies, modeling such

variants in pancreatic islet cells, may shed light on the

molecular mechanisms underlying T2D.

Typically the functional validation of putative causal

variants involves transcription factor binding analysis

(in silico and in vitro), as well as enhancer activity assays

and allele-specific expression quantification. Nevertheless,

such experiments characterize the functional potential of

the associated variant without providing information on

the regulated gene target. A landmark study recently

showed that obesity-associated variants at an intronic

FTO region are located in enhancers that unexpectedly

regulate IRX3, a gene that maps 0.5 Mb downstream of FTO

(Smemo et al. 2014). Such results highlight the need of

integrating functional characterization of variants with

computational analysis and other molecular biology

techniques, enabling the systematic identification of

genes influenced by T2D-susceptibility variants. 3C-based

techniques have thus the potential to reconstruct the 3D

chromatin structure of T2D or fasting glycemia-associated

loci, unmasking genes in physical contact with enhancers

carrying disease variants. The analysis of natural variation

in expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) studies, as well

as the use of targeted mutations in experimental models,

will also provide a deeper understanding of the mechan-

istic and functional relationships between enhancers and

target genes. This knowledge will be the basis for under-

standing how enhancer variants influence human disease

and glucose-related traits in particular.

Similar issues arise from the ever-growing number of

non-coding variants uncovered by whole genome sequen-

cing of Mendelian diabetes patients. Thus, as for GWAS, to

make the translation of Mendelian genome sequencing

findings meaningful, it is critical to build platforms to

prioritize variants according to their functional likelihood.
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Table 1 Examples of diabetes-associated non-coding functional variants with impact in pancreatic tissuesa

Locusb Functional variant Experimental evidence Phenotype Reference

INS NM_000207.2:c.-331COG Episomal reporter assay Neonatal diabetes Garin et al. (2010)
NM_000207.2:c.-331COA
NM_000207.2:c.-332COG
NM_000207.2:c.-218AOC

PTF1Ac hg19 chr10:g.[23508437AOG] Episomal reporter assay, EMSA, 3C Neonatal diabetes Weedon et al. (2014)
hg19 chr10:g.[23508363AOG]
hg19 chr10:g.[23508305AOG]
hg19 chr10:g.[23508365AOG]
hg19 chr10:g.[23508446AOC]
hg19 chr.10:g.[23502416-

23510031del]
BLK hg18 chr8:g.[11369157GOA] Episomal reporter assay MODY Borowiec et al. (2009)

hg18 chr8:g.[11459364TOG]
hg18 chr8:g.[11459531GOT]
hg18 chr8:g.[11468050COT]

ZFAND3c rs58692659 Episomal reporter assay, EMSA T2D Pasquali et al. (2014)
JAZF1c rs1635852 Episomal reporter assay, EMSA T2D Fogarty et al. (2013)
CDC123c rs11257655 EMSA, Allele-specific ChIP T2D Fogarty et al. (2014)
ARAP1 rs11603334 Episomal reporter assay, EMSA T2D Kulzer et al. (2014)

rs1552224
TCF7L2c rs7903146 Episomal reporter assay, Allele

specific FAIRE
T2D Gaulton et al. (2010)

EMSA, electrophoretic mobility shift assay; ChIP, chromatin immunoprecipitation.
aThis table shows a non-exhaustive set of variants with an impact on pancreatic tissues, aiming to highlight regulatory variants in enhancers.
bNearest gene to the variant.
cRegulatory variants in enhancers.
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Recently, the systematic analysis of variants enabled

the discovery of regulatory mutations associated with

isolated pancreas agenesis (no extra-pancreatic features)

(Weedon et al. 2014). In this study, whole genome

sequencing of two unrelated patients was combined with

epigenomic maps to restrict the search of causal

mutations. The analysis revealed several recessive

mutations in an enhancer of PTF1A (pancreas transcrip-

tion factor 1), a gene essential for pancreas development.

In addition to a large deletion encompassing the enhancer

element, point mutations disrupting the binding sites of

key pancreas developmental transcription factors were

also identified. As the affected PTF1A enhancer is only

active in pancreatic progenitors (Cebola et al. 2015, Wang

et al. 2015a), without access to human pancreatic

progenitors, or in their place, in vitro differentiated

pancreatic progenitors, the identification of the causal

mutations would not have been possible. Strikingly, to

date, this is the most frequent cause of isolated pancreas

agenesis.

Given its phenotypical heterogeneity, an appropriate

diagnosis of MODY is essential to provide adequate

treatment to patients. For example, while individuals

with HNF1A and HNF4A mutations are sensitive to low-

dose sulphonylureas, individuals with GCK mutations do
http://jme.endocrinology-journals.org � 2016 Society for Endocrinology
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not require pharmacological treatment. Traditional gen-

etic diagnosis methods only cover small coding regions

and lack the power to detect all causal mutations. Until

recently, molecular diagnosis was not possible in over 70%

of the cases referred for genetic testing, for which coding

mutations at known culprit genes could not be identified

(Shields et al. 2010). Efforts to fill this gap arise from

high-throughput sequencing methods, such as targeted

sequencing of large panels of genes, which constitutes a

cost-effective method of genetic diagnosis (Ellard et al.

2013). In this study, Ellard et al. applied protein-coding

sequence targeted assays to a cohort of patients with an

unknown cause of MODY (classified as MODY-X) or

neonatal diabetes, finding novel MODY coding mutations

in 15% of the cases. Noteworthily, the successful identi-

fication of causal mutations allowed the redirection of

patients from insulin to sulphonylurea treatment. How-

ever, even when applying high-throughput methods, 85%

of clinically diagnosed MODY patients lacked causal

coding mutations, suggesting that regulatory mutations

might also play a role in monogenic forms of diabetes.

Similar targeting approaches could be applied to pancrea-

tic progenitor and islet-enhancer maps to address this

question and help phenotypically characterize MODY

patients with unknown cause.
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While we herein described examples of Mendelian

diabetes in which a single enhancer variant causes

congenital disease, GWAS loci often contain several

variants in linkage disequilibrium, raising the question

of whether the causal variant acts alone. Alternatively,

complex risk haplotypes, containing more than one causal

variant, might be in place. In such a scenario, multiple

variants in linkage disequilibrium might affect a cluster of

enhancers and cooperatively affect target-gene expression.

In fact, work on autoimmune disorders has showed that

this “multiple enhancer variant’’ hypothesis may underlie

part of the missing heritability of complex diseases

(Corradin et al. 2014).

Interestingly, the molecular mechanisms of MODY

and T2D cannot be fully dissociated. According to current

knowledge, MODY is predominantly caused by coding

mutations in genes that are involved in the transcriptional

control of glucose homeostasis and b cell development

and function. Likewise, these molecular pathways also

seem to be affected in T2D, as the associated non-coding

variants tend to disrupt binding sites for the same

transcription factors (Maurano et al. 2012). Thus, better

knowledge of the genes affected in MODY might provide

clues to discover novel genes implicated in T2D etiology

and vice versa.
Systematic identification of functional variants

As enhancers and other regulatory elements tend to be

more conserved than random genomic sequences,

sequence conservation scores, such as Genomic Evol-

utionary Rate Profiling (GERP) and phyloP, can be applied

to prioritize variants with functional potential. However,

many regulatory elements are not highly conserved at the

sequence level (Gulko et al. 2015). Recently, other

computational methods have been applied to uncover

general features of cis-regulatory variants by integrating

experimental data, in silico transcription factor binding

site predictions, selective pressure, tissue-specific regulat-

ory maps, and regional patterns of polymorphism.

The web tool RegulomeDB (http://regulomedb.org)

comprises one of the first attempts to systematically

prioritize and identify functional non-coding variants,

integrating experimental data from ENCODE, the Epi-

genome Roadmap, and other sources, as well as in silico

predictions and manual annotations (Boyle et al. 2012).

Posterior studies have also focused on the tissue specificity

of regulatory variants, providing more customizable tools,

such as GWAVA, CADD and fitCons, which can incor-

porate different kinds of tissue-specific epigenomic
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annotations to prioritize putative functional variants

(Kircher et al. 2014, Ritchie et al. 2014, Gulko et al. 2015).

Transcription factor co-occupancy at enhancers is a

recurrent event in many human tissues, including

pancreatic progenitors and islets (Pasquali et al. 2014,

Cebola et al. 2015). Claussnitzer et al. (2014) exploited this

feature together with selective pressure to explore the

regulatory code at T2D GWAS loci. This integrative

computational analysis revealed a striking accumulation

of homeobox transcription factor binding sites, including

PDX1 and other transcription factors known to be

important in pancreas biology, and resulted in a frame-

work to guide the identification of cis-regulatory

functional variants.

While the starting point for Claussnitzer et al. was

GWAS loci, in a recent study, Lee et al. (2015) detected

tissue-specific regulatory codes by comparing putative

tissue-specific regulatory regions derived from open

chromatin assays with a matched negative control. Such

tissue-specific regulatory codes were then applied to

predict the functional impact of sequence variation at

base-pair resolution. Noteworthy, the authors were only

able to accurately identify causal variants when the

computational tool was trained with regulatory regions

from an appropriate tissue. These results further demon-

strate the requirement for regulatory maps of disease-

relevant tissues to find causal variants.

The tools described above provide unbiased methods

to prioritize putative causal variants; however, they do not

integrate enhancer-gene interaction information, which is

key when translating regulatory sequence variation to its

biological impact. Non-coding variants are often found in

gene deserts and megabases away from their target genes,

which are thus difficult to pinpoint (Maurano et al. 2012).

In fact, even though earlier studies attributed enhancers to

their nearest gene, the application of 3C-based techniques

demonstrated that this is not always the case (Smemo et al.

2014). To address this issue, Corradin et al. (2014) have

developed PreSTIGE, a publicly available tool that inte-

grates enhancer histone marks and gene expression

analysis from a panel of cell and tissue types to identify

tissue-specific interactions.

Data visualization and easy access to regulatory

information is also vital to correctly design hypothesis-

driven functional experiments. In this sense, RegulomeDB

allows the visualization of variants of interest in their

genomic context, providing functional annotations for an

array of tissues and transcription factor binding motif

analysis (Boyle et al. 2012). Specifically focused on

pancreatic gene regulation, the Islet Regulome Browser
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(http://www.isletregulome.com) provides interactive

access to a wealth of information, allowing the visualiza-

tion of different classes of regulatory elements, together

with enhancer clusters, transcription factor binding sites,

and binding motifs, which are integrated with publicly

available T2D and fasting glycemia GWAS datasets.

The computational analysis and visualization tools

mentioned here provide frameworks to systematically

prioritize regulatory variants for further in vitro and

in vivo functional validation. These experiments will

hopefully accelerate the discovery of disease-relevant

variants and, in the future, the eventual translation of

GWAS findings to the clinic.
Next challenges for T2D variant discovery

Future progress in understanding the impact of genetic

variants on tissue-specific epigenomes in the context of

T2D will necessarily need to go through whole genome

sequencing of T2D patients with identification of low-

frequency variants associated with the disease and

epigenetics map charting in T2D-relevant tissues includ-

ing early and late stages of development, as well as

pertinent metabolic states. These advances will enable

researchers to dissect the contribution of genetic variation

to disease development while further functional studies

including allelic expression, 3C assays, and genome

editing will unmask mechanistic links within tissue-

specific gene regulation processes.

As studies have shown, there is an excess of recent rare

variants associated with T2D in the human population

(Coventry et al. 2010, Bonnefond et al. 2012). Thus, the

expansion of association studies to rare or personal

variants will certainly improve the estimates of variance

explained. However, rare variants are unlikely to com-

pletely explain the predisposition. An open avenue in the

attempt of unmasking the unexplained fraction of disease

variance may pass through the epigenetic characterization

of humans at risk of T2D. So far, the few studies that

addressed this issue were predominantly focused on the

DNA methylation of selected CpG sites, identifying

aberrantly regulated genes in T2D pancreatic islets (Ling

et al. 2008, Volkmar et al. 2012, Yang et al. 2012). However,

these observations need to be considered carefully, as

epigenetic variation can either contribute or be a

consequence of the disease. Aging, which is associated

with T2D onset, promotes the accumulation of DNA

methylation errors. Conversely, altered metabolic regu-

lation in T2D could induce sustained epigenetic changes.
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The first T2D epigenome-wide association studies

(EWASs) are now starting to be performed (Dick et al.

2014, Hidalgo et al. 2014, Petersen et al. 2014, Yuan et al.

2014, Chambers et al. 2015, Kulkarni et al. 2015). However,

so far, T2D EWAS have only been performed with whole-

blood cells instead of pancreatic islets or other disease-

relevant tissues, only being able to grasp early develop-

mental epigenetic changes, which can be present in

multiple tissues, and alterations derived from inflamma-

tory processes, which are often detectable in circulating

blood. Furthermore, similarly to the initial GWAS, these

first studies were limited by low statistical power and rare

follow-up replication. In the near future, EWAS will almost

certainly rely on centralized community efforts due to the

high experimental costs and the difficulty of accessing

large numbers of samples from disease-relevant tissue

and/or cell types. These studies will improve our under-

standing of several aspects of T2D participating factors:

the contribution of the epigenome rather than the

sequence composition to the disease development; the

interaction between sequence variation and personal

epigenome; and the manner in which epigenome

translates environmental risk factors into disease

susceptibility.

Altogether, integration of genetics and epigenetics

data will allow a clearer picture of the molecular

mechanisms behind the development of T2D.
Concluding remarks and perspectives

GWAS have provided large collections of T2D-associated

variants in the recent years. Nevertheless, despite better

methodologies such as meta-analysis of large cohorts,

trans-ethnic GWAS, or fine mapping with dense geno-

typing (Farh et al. 2015), identifying the functional

variants remains challenging in most cases.

The identification of regulatory elements in relevant

cell and tissues types – pancreatic progenitors and islets –

will allow us to refine the search for disease-relevant

variants. In the upcoming years, a large collection of

T2D-associated variants overlapping promoters, enhan-

cers, miRNAs, lncRNAs, and other non-coding elements of

pancreatic progenitors and islets will be unmasked.

Increased resolution and types of regulatory maps will

help prioritize truly functional variants but will not suffice

to reveal the mechanism of how disease-susceptibility is

conferred.

Affordable genome-editing tools, such as the clustered

regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)

system (Cong et al. 2013), will allow us to directly study
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the impact of a given variant in its cis-regulatory context.

The introduction of T2D-associated variants or other

forms of diabetes-associated variants in relevant cell lines

or animal models will be crucial to isolate the impact of

each variant on b cell function and/or on pancreas

development. Ultimately, genome editing of associated

variants will also enable the study of more complex and

realistic scenarios, including genotypes containing several

interacting functional variants. Furthermore, CRISPR-

enabled epigenome editing tools have been recently

developed (Hilton et al. 2015). By coupling CRISPRs with

either repressor or activating protein domains, researchers

will now be able to target specific genomic regions and alter

the regulatory landscape, which will result in controlled

gene expression manipulation. This line of research has

the potential to identify key molecular mechanisms

underlying diabetes and other human diseases, possibly

uncovering etiological therapeutic targets.

To date, the functional study of genetic variants-

associated diabetes development has been greatly

frustrated by the limited access to human pancreatic

islets, as well as by the lack of appropriate in vitro cellular

models to study pancreatic b cells. The groundbreaking

discovery of induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) by

Yamanaka (2007) has opened new doors in the field of

personalized medicine. Similarly to many other human

diseases, it is now possible to generate iPSC from diabetic

patients (Maehr et al. 2009, Kudva et al. 2012, Hua et al.

2013, Teo et al. 2013, Thatava et al. 2013). These in vitro

cellular models could also be exploited to better charac-

terize patient-specific features and to perform drug

discovery studies.

Even though promising results have already been

shown, the differentiation of iPSC into pancreatic

progenitors and, more importantly, into glucose-respon-

sive b cells is still undergoing improvement (Hrvatin et al.

2014, Pagliuca et al. 2014, Rezania et al. 2014, Russ et al.

2015). In the past decades, different rodent b cell lines

were established, allowing a detailed study of rodent

b cells, but the generation of functional human b cell lines

proved more challenging. Recently, Ravassard et al. (2011)

applied targeted oncogenesis in human fetal pancreatic

buds, which, coupled with grafting into SCID mice,

allowed cell maturation and the establishment of the

first functional human pancreatic b cell, EndoC-bH1.

EndoC-bH1 cells express a number of pancreatic b cell

markers but do not show a significant expression of

markers of other pancreatic cell types. Furthermore,

these cells secrete insulin in a glucose-responsive manner,

and their transplantation reverses chemically induced
http://jme.endocrinology-journals.org � 2016 Society for Endocrinology
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diabetes in mice (Ravassard et al. 2011). Subsequent work

from the same team allowed fine-tuning of this method-

ology, resulting in the generation of the EndoC-bH2 line,

which allows excision of the transgenes that confer

cell immortalization and, hence, a better approximation

to the physiological features of true b cells (Scharfmann

et al. 2014).

Taken together, we expect that these cellular models

will allow a deeper understanding of the non-coding

regulatory functions of the genome and how cis-regulatory

networks can be affected by specific sequence variants in

the context of the development of common and rare

forms of diabetes.
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